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1. INTRODUCTION:  
In DSSS, an open set let it is “S” of spreading pseudo sequences employed by the source and the destination. 

The random order code “S” may be unknown to the attacker . To broadcast information, the transmitter frequently 
chooses random new spreading sequence from “S” and spreads the information over this sequence. The recipient’s 
received the signal by monitoring and decodes it on the channel and de-spread the information by pre-defined 
sequences from S. The code sequences employed to spread the entire information. Hence, DSSS neither requires 
information fragmentation at the source nor information reassembly at the receivers. 
 

N (Pm)  ≈   ∑ .𝑛= ∑ 𝐷 𝐿, − 𝑃𝑛= − . − − 𝑃 𝐿,             (1) 

   
where D(L, j) is the numeral of sets with cardinality j that do not allow the reconstruction of the information. The 
duration tM of a frequency hop (i.e. the moment to toggle the frequency and transmit a packet)  

≈∑ .𝑛= ∑ 𝐷 𝐿, 𝑃𝑛= − . − − 𝑃 𝐿 ,                (2)         

 𝑔    ≈  ∑𝑛= − − ∑ 𝐷 𝐿, − 𝑃𝑛= − . − − 𝑃 𝐿          (3) 

 
With DSSS, the expected time to decode a information of length |M| is 
     ≈ ⎜ ⎜/ 𝑐ᴧ𝐵 𝑁 (

𝑛− − 𝑛
                    (4)     ≈ ⎜ ⎜/ 𝑐ᴧ𝐵 𝑁 (∑ − −∞= 𝑔 + ∑𝑛= − 𝑛 𝑔))                     (5) 

 
 

                                                               
                                                                   Fig.1(a),(b) Massage size and group size  
 

DSSS uses balanced pseudo spreading codes to achieve proper synchronization at receiver end and for proper 
mutual minimum interference of the spreading codes. There is no time-synchronization between the receivers which is 
using only spread spectrum and the transmitter regarding the signals in spreading form, i.e., there is no information to 
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recipient about the information bit or massage synchronization. In case where information losses due to MIJI , the 
source broadcasts the information over and over in repeated manner and the receivers applies sliding window protocol 
to synchronize with the transmission.The constraint of DSSS is the receivers to store all bits received, analyze them 
reproduce to find the used of spreading code. More numbers of transmitters which in contrast with DSSS, enhance the 
performance and jamming-resistance of DSSS. More precisely, if consider m = 1, it enable parallel broadcast 
transmissions of the similar information with different random spreading codes. This combination could be attained if 
one transmitter transmitting M signals in parallel with each spread code with a different spreading codes or another 
combination is by using M separate sending devices. In DSSS process, the receivers has to search through multiple set 
of codes and has to use synchronization windows so as to dispread the received information. 
 

                                                     
 
Figure 2: Uncoordinated DSSS (DSSS). The transmitter repeatedly spreads and transmits   the information ,the 
receivers monitor  the channel and apply window. 
 

2. CODING FOR SATELLITE COMMUNICATION: 
Satellite and Wireless communication systems mostly used topology in which multiple small terminals 

communicated with a hub or base station using a predefined shared channel. Transmission is in frames or in form of 
packets and a fundamental problem is the secure and efficient sharing of the particular channel. Typically such 
systems are known as very small aperture terminal (VSAT) satellite systems. For the mitigation of the effect of co- 
channel signals interference cancellation and decoding is suitable method. In other type of wireless communication 
systems the collisions between two or more systems causes packet and the exclusion or diminution of frame loss leads 
the significant improvement in achievable output and efficient usage of system resources. Turbo codes are employed 
to independently and separately encode each user’s data, which is transmitted on an AWGN channel. By using this 
each user is allocate a dissimilar power, which allows the decoding of high power users to point toward dedicated path 
and this leads reduction in interference so that the decoding of lower power users can then also point towards 
dedicated path. Iterative decoding assigned within every Turbo codes multiple subscribers. Each subscriber has 
arbitrary assigned codes and after the employment of turbo code encoder there is generation of code bit interleaver. 
There is another alternative and current method is that when Reed Solomon (RS) coding is combined with a Turbo 
code and used for broadcast over a digital video broadcasting (DVB) satellite system. The Turbo codes of multiple 
users are jointly decoded by means of a combined trellis for every component used in convolutional codes in such a 
way that iterative decoding is assigned to performed among trellis decoders. This leads to the fact that in Turbo codes 
and convolutional codes having small difficulty and as a result the difficulty is managed in trellis. For the use of 
optimal maximum a posteriori (MAP) decoding the transmitted symbols are structured such that both users have 
combined component codes. This method provides significantly improved decoding the two users’ which uses codes 
independently and maintaining feasible decoding complexities. Symbol-based decoding is employed to facilitate 
improvement in combined decoder convergence. The transmitted symbol from both users responsible to create 
composite constellation and the decoder which uses metrics is based on composite constellation and higher order 
modulation is also possible, because Turbo codes do not perform fine with higher order modulation so the use of 
symbol interleaving improves convergence. When the receiver gets entire data in decoded form, it is necessary to 
provide different signature to different user so data is decoded by the correct user .The easy solution is to employ 
different component codes. The encoding and decoding are using the tail biting method.  
 
3. TURBO CODES: 

The joint probability of symbol A and B where A is broadcasted symbol and B is received symbol can be given as, 
 

 P(A, B) = P(B|A) P(A)  
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where P(B|A) is known as a- posteriori probability or probability of received symbol after transition.  
The encoder works on the fact that every time it tries to estimate the broadcasted symbol A and received symbol B .So 
by calculating a posteriori probability of received symbols the Turbo code calculate a priori probability for the 
broadcasted symbols. Recursive Systematic Convolutional Codes (RSCC) are connected in parallel. The input binary 
data uk was fed directly to the RSCC1 and parity bits pk 1 was obtained, while a interleaver was used change the order 
of uk in order to obtain a different set of parity bits pk . The encode worked at rate 1/3 (for every one bit of data parity 
bits are produced) but, to obtain higher data rate parity bits were punctured using a Puncturer. 

                                               
                                        Fig 3 Recursive Systematic Convolutional Codes (RSCC) 

RSCC are such type of convolutional encoders which are having forward and backward feedback loops. For 
the purpose of reliable decoding the RSCC having recursive systematic property which allow encoder to use 
independent parity bits from the different input. The generator matrix for RSCC is given by 
GR(D)=[1  g2(D)/g1(D)]               (6) 

In recursive systematic convolution encoder the polynomials g1(D) and g2(D) defines feedback and 
feedforward connection which comes under the generator matrix for the RSCC and given by, 

g1 (D) = [1 0 0 1 1] 
and the feedforward connection is given by, 

g2 (D) = [1 1 0 0 1]  
Interlevear 

The Turbo encoder produces random code words. The interleaver scrambles the sequence in pre determined 
order at encoder and re arrange the sequence in original form at decoder. There are various types of interleaver which 
divided on the basis of bit position like ,Even & Odd interleaver, Rectangular interleaver and Random interleaver. In 
Even & Odd interleaver the scrambling is done on the basis of even and odd position of bits, in Rectangular 
interleaver scrambles bits coloum wise for reading and row wise for writing and Random interleaver improves the 
distance d between the code words with reducing association between the bits. For code rate of 1/3 ,two parity bits are 
produced by RCSS1 and RCSS2 for information bit uk. It is also important to achieve higher code rate so the data 
become better for any system[24,25] this can be achieved by using puncturing in Turbo code. The puncture reduces 
some parity bits so to reduce overload. The even bits from RCSS 1 and Odd bits from RCSS 2 are discarded to 
achieve higher code rates of ½. A particular pattern of puncturing P(p,q)  is used for achieving code rate higher than 
1/2 , where p corresponds remaining bits from RCSS 1 and q corresponds remaining bits after reduction of some bits 
in RCSS2.  
 

4. MAXIMUM A- POSTERIORI (MAP) TURBO DECODER: 
Maximum A- Posteriori (MAP) Turbo Decoder MAP algorithm generates certain samples on the basis of 

estimated error and identifies the original symbol which generated as the received set of signal L(e|w) in other words 
MAP algorithm identifies the population and it is maximum likelihood function of error. The ‘e’ denotes estimation at 
the receiver from a particular symbol ‘w’ on signal. MAP algorithm is always concentrated towards the value which 
maximize the L(r|w) and this value is provided only by ‘w’. This method is used for decoding. There are two MAP 
decoders used by decoders in Turbo decoding process. The MAP calculate the value of reliability ‘L’ over which each 
trellis based decoder decodes the bits. By using input sequence uk and parity bits pk1, the decoder 1 calculates the value 
of ‘L’ and passed these value to decoder 2 ,now decoder 2 also uses input sequence uk and parity bits pk2 and generates 
new value of ‘L’ and thus iteration process starts between decoders which passes the value of  L. The decoders 
generates same pattern as generated by encoder for the value of L. The decoder use the previous value of bit reliability 
for correction of decoding error and this value of L passed to another decoder iteration process. Depend on the trellis 
used the data is split into blocks of data and ‘k’ represents time association in each bit for a particular frame of data.as 
mentioned decoder 1 and decoder 2 are depend on used trellis, now for correcting the bits correctly we need any two 
information by three elements: current state's', input bit 'uk' and next sate ' s' '. The joint probability that for a input bit 
uk and the switch from state s to s', assuming the entire sequence 'y' is received '' is P(s', s, y)  
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                           LK=
∑ 𝑃 ′ ,𝑦𝑢 =∑ 𝑃 ′, ,𝑦𝑢 =                                              (7) 

 

                                                 
                                                                                          Fig 4 :- De-interleaver 
 

The summation ratio of probability of transition which corresponds to value ‘1’ or ‘0’ respectively,provide the 
reliability value ‘L’ for kth bit i.e. Lk.The sign of the reliability value denotes the decoded value either it is binary zero 
for negative value or it is binary one for the positive value. The dependability of the decoded bit indicates magnitude.       
Using the Bayer's theorem P(s’,s,y) 
                                        P(s’,s,y)=P(yf|s’,s,yp,yk)P(s’,s,yp,yk)   (8)   
 where, yp , yk and yf are 
the past data sequence, current input data bit, and future data sequence respectively. As the future data is independent 
of current and past inputs, Equation 4.8 becomes    
                                         P(s’,s,y)=P(yf|s)P(s’,s,yp,yk)              (9)    
Again, applying Bayer's theorem 
Using Equations 4.8 and 4.9, we get 
                                          P(s’,s,yp,yk)=P(s,yk|s’,yp)P(s’,y )     (10) 
where, the terms can be defined as, 
 P(s’,yk)=αk-1 (s)= Forward Transition Metric. 
P(yf|s)=βk(s)= Backward Transition Metric. 
P(s,yk|s’,yp)=ϒk(s’,s)= Gamma Transition Metric. 
 

If the kth bit received at the encoder then the trellis structure is constructed on this basis and to make a decision 
on the transmitted bit, the a ,ß and ϒ values are calculated for each branch which result transition from ‘1’and ‘0’ 
input respectively.     
 

5. CALCULATING METRICS: 

yk is probability of transition on a particular branch at kth  bit, which is also initial value for the calculation. the 
transition does not depend on the past values so  neglect the term yp and there for equation become     
ϒk(s’,s)=P(s’yk|s’)                                  (11) 
Using Bayer's theorem  
ϒk(s’,s)=P(yk|s’,s)P(s|s’)                        (12) 
But, 
P(s|s’)=P(uk)                                            (13) 

Because the probability of transition on an edge is similar to that of the probability of receiving of particular 
bit uk at kth instant. The transmitted bit become zero therefore P(uk) is neglected  for the not calculation. The final form 
of ϒ is ϒk(s’,s)=P(yk|uk)                             (14) 
The final step for bit decision making is depend on calculation of bit reliability value, which is referred to as L(uk) and 
mathematically represented as  

                                        

 L(uk)=log(∑ −  ( ′) ( ′, )𝑢∑ −𝑢 ′ ′, 𝑠 )            (15) 

Where  

αk(s)=∑ ϒ ′, −  𝐴 − ′ (s’)      
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αk(s)={    = ℎ 𝑤     

Βk-1(s’)=∑𝐴 − ′ (s’) ′,   

ΒN(s)={   =       ℎ 𝑤  

 

6. TURBO DECODER: 
For calculation of bit decision making the value ‘0’ is calculated. But ‘0’ value does not used directly in 

decision making because it is attended by single decoder in single iteration. For the completion of one iteration the 
value’0’ calculated at decoder 1 is passed to decoder 2. For making the decision process the ‘0’ value calculated at 
decoder 2 is passed to decoder 1. The value ‘0’ used for decision making improves or reliability value improves as 
iteration increases. Turbo code resembles the working of turbo engine as in iterative action passing of bits from one 
decoder to another improves the decoder performance hence the name Turbo code comes. The Turbo code use channel 
estimation value which is value ‘0’.Thus the combination of channel estimation, trellis property and iterative decoding 
represents turbo coding which is near shanon limit coding gain  
 Lf(uk)=L(uk)+Lextrinsic(uk)            (16) 
 
7. CONCLUSION: 

 The mitigation of the effect of co- channel signals interference cancellation and decoding is a suitable 
method. In Even & Odd interleaver the scrambling is done on the basis of even and odd position of bits, in 
Rectangular interleaver scrambles bits coloum wise for reading and row wise for writing and Random interleaver 
improves the distance d between the code words with reducing association between the bits. There are two MAP 
decoders used by decoders in Turbo decoding process.so this may improve security. 
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